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Define dating. dating synonyms, dating pronunciation, dating translation, English dictionary definition of dating. 
n. 1. a. The time stated in terms of the day, month, and year What is the date of your birth b. A statement of 

calendar time, as on a document. 2. a. 17.08.2003 0183 32 Dating. Dating is where two people who are attracted 
to each other spend time together to see if they also can stand to be around each other most of the time, if this is 
successful they develop a relationship, although sometimes a relationship develops anyways if the people can t 

find anybody else to date them, or are very lonely or one person is ... The definition of dating is marking, 
assigning or recording with a date, or showing that something is typical for a certain time period. An example of 

dating is Dating definition at Dictionary.com, a free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and 
translation. Look it up now Dating the series of social engagements shared by a couple looking to get married. 
Synonyms courting, courtship, lovemaking Find the right word. 05.05.2021 0183 32 Dating is one of the pre-
stages of a committed relationship. What most couples fail to determine is when they re not dating and have 

entered into a relationship. There is, obviously, a thin line between the two and sometimes one of them disagrees 
with the other. online dating to do the job. Your credit can never be overlooked when paying for your dream date 

. And you can always share what you have to offer be it a good job, professional skills, bank balance or kids. 
Because dating is meant to be fun..
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